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A PRELIMINARY NQT1 ON CRITERIA OF IFVjSTM_MT IK TH'i SOCIAL S .EVICTS

IN L::S3 DTV3L0P3D COUNTRIES

INTRODUCTION

The following paper is concernsd with the allocation of resources,

private as wall as public, for all forms of social services. The argument

is that below minimum levals of several components of material well-being,

individuals will be unable to realize their full potentiality for developing

their countries. Particularly is this true in Africa today.

■ Because what people already possess or what they have already done

for themselves will differ, as will th^ir basic needs, any allocation of

social services can only properly be considered as part of the wider set

of economic factors which affsot human productivity (of which personal

consumption is predominant). For the sam? reason, all forms of social

services -i from the major services of health and education to the less

expensive factory inspectors and sanitary adviseu-s - are included. The

test is simply whether any actual or proposed type .of social service is

amenable to government planning and whether it can contribute to the ex

tension of economic well-being in the country.
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I. SOCIAL S3HVIC3S PBOGBAffi-S IN L3SS JTN :1MSD COUffiHI-S

Social services in the poorer countries face a particular dilemma;

the poverty of the people makes such services urgently necessary, at the

same time the poverty of these countries makes such services impossibly

expensive. Worse still, the faster the r,te of development, tha more

rapid the r,te of social change and tha social tensions arising n,ay make

the needs fcr welfare services even more necessary.

Midst such surrounding, of low per capita inco.es and low productive

capacities, the concepts of social services needs careful re-thinking. ■

Sociologists have made clear what the anti-colonialists have long c aW,

that the social structures of such countries are not imitations of the

West hut have their own nature and their own directions for the future.

Such truths, in all their subtle detail, must be incorporated in plans

and valuations of social services. But the economist must alro make

dear the economic differences; that a concept of welfare

countries where per capita income is measured in thousand^ is impossible

where per capita income is measured in hundreds, or less.-' It is not
^ that a smaller version is retired: an entirely different approach

m

is necessary

Becausa social services derive their inspiration from common humani

tarian principles, there ia an instinctive suspicion of attests to apply

llf/erel standards to poorer countries. But the cultural differences
between countries lead one to expect some differences - the evels of
Uving and patterns of serves. And differences in the level and struc

ture of the economies, make other differences es,ential.

in tha richer countries, per capita income and general living stan

dards are high. Among the potation of these countries, there are low
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income groups, persons who together with, their families are "under

privileged" through poverty, unemploymentj ill-hee.lth, inability or

neglect. Social services have arisen largely to guarantee to these ex

ceptions, a minimum standard of the necessities of life. * The guiding

principle has been eqaity. And as the general standard of living has

risen, so with time Uie minimum standards considered equitable have "been

raised* At the same time, the principle of equity has been broadened to

equality of opportunity and thus governments have become increasingly

responsible for vide areas of education and public health, and in some

cases for a full range of .welfare state services.

The relatively rich context cf these souidi aex-vxuue. nab uiaee impor

tant implications. Because general standards are high, many of the social

services in their economic nature largely represent consumption rather

than human investment. This is partly because they are concentrated among

non-working groups, especially the aged and partly "because when living

standards are highs investments in health, housing, nutrition, etc. offer

little economic return, (indeed, an affluent society might almost be

defined us one where the element of human investment in "consumption ex

penditure" is low: education 3xcep4.ed). The second implication follows

from the first. Because social services are determined mainly by con

sumption standards, their planning and co-ordination can be delegated to

professional experts and regional committees, whose knowledge of the

national economy need go litile further than the size of funds allocated

to them. In a sense,' these social services have become a luxury the rich

societies can afford*

3y contrast, social services in the poorer cour.tries are a necessity

they dare not neglect. Here the principle of equity, at least in the

near future, is an impossible guide. Regardless of the proportion of

national resources devoted to expenditure on social services, the total

if divided amongst all would be spread ao -culi* oL^L, gonox-^l standards

would remain for short of any reasonable minimum. A system devised where

most are well-off and a few are poor can hardly be applied when the pro

portions are reversed-
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But for th- reasons tint, an-''equity" concept of social services is

inapplicabls, an economic concept is imperative. If in affluent societies

social services contribute mainly to consumption, in the pojrsr they can d9

regarded largel/ as investment. Expenditure on health and nutrition, even

on housing z.n<L crtamly on higher education, can pay rich and tangible

dividends to a growing economy: indeed without such expenditure, the

economy may not brOw at all. It is in this sense that what is a luxury

of consumption to the rich c untriss can be an urbcnt necessity for

production and growth among the poor.

If true, ■'■heso differences of economic "background demand several

important differences in planning social services in developing countries.

N0 longer can decisions on social servic s be left in the hands of pro

fessional experts or regional administrators, guided only by budg-t al

location: th-re are sound economic reasons fer tha widely accepted

opinion th,t social devolo^nt must be part of the national development

plan. But t.is means more than financial dependence. full integration

with the ?lan involves the whole range of human resource planning, not

simply cost. Neither can the developing countries afford to take over

standards and patterns of social services from the more developed oountnas

objectives and r^thods of planing and" co-ordination all need to be brought

down to earth in the new environment.

It is the objective of this papor to explore the new principles and

a new strategy for co-ordinating program es in the social sectors.
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II. THE CO-ORDINATION OF PROGRAMMES OF SOCIAL SERVICES

IN UNDER-DEVELOPED CoUHTRIES

There are three levels of co-ordination needed in social welfare in

under-developed countries, which at present largely do not exist in many

countries: co-ordination of objective, of planning and of implementation.

While each is sufficient for a conference in iteolf, a brief outline from

an economist's viewpoint may be in order.

1. Objectives: It is quite obvious that not only do the objectives of the

different social sectors and professional workers differ, they are not

fully understood by each other; partly because what is an objective to

one is merely a means to ano.th^r (universities to the educationalist are

primarily manpower factories to the economist) and partly because the

subtleties and variety of one fiald are often overlooked by persons from

another. The first stage of co-ordination is understanding the various

objectives. — ■ -

.. Even at this initial stage a number of illusions lie in wait. There

is the absurdity of imagining that all objectives can be reduced to a

single all-embracing purpose.. There is the vanity (to which the economist

is particularly prone) of avoiding the dilemma by grouping all objectives

which further his own as productive investment and all others as non-pro

ductive consumption. There is the confusion of thought which thinks it

possible to ignore all other objectives, or at least any sense of conflict

between them and one's own. And there is the compromise which correctly

recognising that in the last resort the decision will be "political",

incorrectly deduce that there is no place for considered advice based on

detached analysis.

The second stage of co-ordination is agreement on some set of ob

jectives-. To be meaningful, the objectives need not be all-embracing,

given for all communities at. the same tire and for eternity.. As a start,

and already a great improvement on the present, would be an agreed and
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co-ordinated programme for a single village. But because of interactions,

it would "be better to plan more broadly.

The practical escape from what is really a philosophical dilem-na,

is to take into account all objectives represented in the various social

sectors - education, health*: housing, labour, pensions, economic planners -

including whatever objectives are. popular politico.! issues. ,

The third sta.se of co-ordination is to hammer >ut some agreed, balance

and priority among the various aims. ; This should not be an ordered list

(illusion 1); nor an orderod list disguisedin verbal subterfuge (illusion

2); nor a statement of desirables unrelated to the scarcities which

prevent their attainment (illusion 3)i nor simply an expression of who

can argue or manoeuvre best (illusion 4). The basic need at the level of

co-ordination is for a strategy which as-soon as possible enables a

"balance of objectives" to be increasingly fulfilled.

Two arguments may be challenged at this point. The first objection

is that raising per capita income - and taking this as th, objective - can

embrace a perfect balance of.all other objectives.. The argument runs that

providing each individual has freedom of choice, a maximum per capita :

income With a free opportunity of purchase will enable him to choose the

best mix of goods and services which can be sold on the, market: services

which cannot be supplied by free enterprise are "exceptions" to the general

rule and may be provided by the governmsnt. There is both a logical and

practical flaw in this proposal. Logically maximizing per capita income,

cannot be separated from allocation of resources to social services because

in part the latter are an econ.mic investment and so help to detormine what

.er oardta income will be. But also on practical grounds the proposal must

^9 rejected because most social services are "exception" to the general
rule, offering benefits which cannot simply be sold to individual purchasers,

(external economies and joint supply), or which are purchased by some for

the sake of others (by parents for children) or which are imperfectly as

sessed by individuals because they lack a wider or longer view.
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The second argument to be .challenged is that raising per capita in

come is a sufficient objective* not for thn reason just given, "but because

it makes possible the most rapid .extension of social welfare. This argument

neglects the whole problem of income distribution: whether it is feasible

fisoally * economically or politically, whether, in fr.ct, accumulation can

be separated from extension.

Instead, the argument is put forward here that it would be possible

to build a single criterion from a set of welfare objectives (derived for

example, from the United Nations' work on levels of living) interpreting

the set both as minimum standards to be sought and also as the m?.ans of

development to achieve them more widely. In other words, to extend the

full complement of the set of minimum standards to as many persons as

possible would be the objective? the proportion of the total population

enjoying, not some* but all of the objectives would be the measure of how

well the objective had been achieved. But in addition, this objective must

be made dynamic by considering each element not only as consumption, but as

investment: minimum standards .f diet, of health,.of housing, of education,

etc., besides representing achievements in themselves, must be the foundations

of an expansion which will widen the circle of beneficiaries. Thus the

strategy of social development - and* the criteria for allocating funds>

personnel* and resources among the different social sectors - becomes --that

balance of social services which expands most rapidly the group possessing

minimum levels of reasonable living.

The precise interpretations, or '^en re-"valuations of the minimum

standards as consumption lev?ls would be decided at the national level.

The minimum standards as investment levels would hate to ue based on

factual evidence of what were the minimum levels for .efficient work'and

what were the benefits of exceeding the minimum. Note that neither of

these are limited to"more economic benefits in the strictly productive

s-^nse. "Benefits" must embrace the whole objective of bringing more persons

within the circle of those who enjoy minimum standards.
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At this point, it is natural to wonder whether this criterion is

operational, whether it is the old per capita income in disguise and

whether it is"likely to gain any acceptance.

It can be argued that it is neither oversimplified (and so can

embrace the individual objectives of doctors, teachers, housing injectors

and probation officers, etc.) nor is it without policy content, it very clearly

specifies the direction of action (expanding the circle) and calls upon

any particular proposal to be Justified as strategically contributing to .

this expansion.

It is not the old per capita income in disguise because it embraces

a wider test of living standards, although it shares th, same virtue of

income which can Da used both as a measure of achievement and as a cri-

terion of change. . _.,_. ....

It's claim to acceptability rests .on its embodiment of.the major wel

fare objectives while giving each specialist an opportunity to recognize

others besides his own. But the major t3st is whether its long-run effects

are consistent with its own aims and with those of the wider development

plan. The theoretical virtue of maximizing income is that ("attuning a

satisfactory distribution of income") present welfare is maximized and

("assuming an efficient allocation of resources") the resources avail-.W.

for investment are also maximized. -Thus, at least in theory, there « no

conflict between the present and future, immediate satisfaction and the

desired rate of ^rowth are in harmony.

Under stronger, but more realistic assumptions, the same consistency

exists for the proposed welfare criterion. These assumptions are:

(i) That the long-run welfare objective values satisfactory standards

for the many more highly than higher standards for a few.

(ii) That the set of minimum standards are defined by the needs of

human investment rather than by the standards of desirable con-

sumption. ■ ; ' .
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(iii) That all brought within the circle (who possess the minimum

standards) have the 'other things thoy need to be economically

useful; broadly, a job, and some minimum of land, tools,, etc.

the human investment must be made productive.

(iv) That the social services are correctly allocated and efficiently

supplied, relying on public services only when individual means

are lacking and supplying public services at minimum cost.

Tie first is a value judgement, though widely and politically accep

table. (Too often it is forgotten thrt the administrative and fiscal

structure of less developed countries limits the possibilities for re-dis

tribution. When this is so> distribution and some appropriate value

.judgements about it are an essential part of all economic policy malting).

The second may appear very rigid. But note that many of the things

desired as consumption will be justified as investment (health, minimum

standards of housing, for example). . Furthermore, because the criterion is

designed for supplying social- services, and definitely n t for,the whole

strategy of development, a bias towards minimum but efficient standards is

not unreasonable. (it nust constantly be borne in mind that the,higher the

standards of welfare, the fewer persons can benefitj our criterion maximizes

the number-of beneficiaries in. the present and the future-)

The third introduces the whole problem of balanced social' and economic

development. Such balance has long bean recognized as an integral.problem

of development. Here we cannot enter thsse issues although cur'Welfare

criterion may'be taken as a more specific interpretation of balance in the

social sector.

The fourth is of the'greatest practical importance. If social services

are supplied unnecessarily, private resources may be diverted from pro

ductive to non-productive consumption, jven today1-nany types of misal- .

locations greatly reduce tha useful effects of possible effort. Note

particularly that the concept of minimum cost, in countries short of
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doctors and teachers but with the unskilled under-employed by the thousands,

needs careful consideration^ financial concepts can to misleading and

inefficient.

2. Planning: Planning implies an understanding of how the system works.

It requires both general conceptions and detailed knowledge - broad ex

perience and careful research. For human investment, the "basis of our

welfare objective, the most important conceptions derive from circular

flows. While the theory has be?n developed with some sophistication by

Gunnar Eyrdal, the essential point for present purposes may be illustrated

.from the experience of an African commentator.

"The cardinal conditions for human well-being are; enlightenment,

health, and prosperity and each one is dependent on the other. As I pon

dered the matter I recalled a little incident that seemed to illustrate

the vicious circle that must be broken. In a remote locality I saw an

African who looked starved, was filthy, nearly naked and was afflicted with

a hideous sore on his leg. Said I to him, "You have a very bad leg. Why

do you not go to hospital?" Said he in reply, "Because I have a bad leg.",

which was very true. He could get to the hospital only on foot but being

unable to walk was not able to gst treatment. His case was of the common

sort. At some time he had sustained an abrasion, probably he had plastered

it with a paste of mud and spittle; the sore became septic and he was

incapacitated from work, then c ul.L n t feed himself properly^ with under

nourishment he was debilitated and his wound wou? d not heal. . So ignorance

caused sickness, sickness caused disability and disability caused mal

nutrition with resulting debility that increased disability."

In contrast to t._ese vicious circles revolve the expanding circles of

productive human inv-stment. As a thene far plan ing, much more detailed

understanding of the direction and importance of the circular flows is

necessary. -Already, however, a great deal of useful research and practical
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experience has been accumulated,-^ "but often neglected when formulating

plans. This can and must be used.

Three main principles of welfare planning may be listed as part of an

integral strategy towards our welfaro objective.

( a) Planning Amidst Ignorance and Uncertainty. However useful the

studies made of the benefits of health and education to development, much

remains unknown. In addition, many failures in human productivity arise

from causes statistically predictable in th? large but uncertain for any

particular individual. Both these aspects must be embodied in the plans.

Ignorance must give rise to flexibility, local administration and con

tinuous evaluation-; in the short runJ: ftp much research in the long run.

Uncertainty must bring the principles of insurance within th* field of

planning.

In order to pursue the objective to the full, the benefit.s of wel

fare ezpenditur-s1 must be maximized and th'? cost minimized. Although

these two functions ar- n,t S3parate in praotioe, they will be discussed

in turn.

I'taximizing Benefits fro.m Welfare Services; By benefits is meant

the full set of minimum standards and the strategy is to maintain and

build from already productive circles. Neglecting for the moment, dif

ferences of individual ability and abe, maximizing'priorities would pro

bably be as follows:

(i) Social sirvic.es which maintain th? efficiency of existing human

capital by "insuring" against failure or by "prot-cting" part

1/ See for instance, "The Human Factor of Productivity in Africa", Inter-
African Labour Institute 1956 and th^ many country studies on similar
themes. The many manpower studies of recent months raar:k the beginnings
of integrating education in the wider plans. But why only for edu
cation?.
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investments in human capital: preventive health measures and

medical services for skilled factory workers are examples.

(ii) Social services which develop the efficiency of human capital by

"filling in gaps" in the productive circles or "tying Up loose ends"

in others. By "filling in gaps" is meant supping what people need

to make them fully productive.a»d able to exploit the economic

talents they naturally possess or h.ve alr,aiy acquired through

education or training. By "tying up loose ends" is meant supplying

to the existing structure of social services those additional pieces

needed to exploit the full economic benefits from what has already

been done. "Filling in gaps" is thus defined in terms of the popula

tion: services which improve urtan.nutrition or houoing facilities

which reduce l'bour turnover and inefficiency are examples. "Tying

up loose ends" implies a re-evaluation of the system of social ser

vices, also to exploit its economic potentials: adding school

meals or supplying dried milk to the secondary school programme

will often improve a child's concentration and thus what he values

of th= school! an efficient labour directory service may often in

crease the economic contribution from those with education; organized

■ program es of on-th,-job.training pay double the benefits of a

primary education.

In the last resort, both "filling in gaps" and "tying up loose ends-

are aspects of the same strategy of human inv3stment. In terms of pri

orities, the smaller gaps and the closer ends should be joined first.

When all the breaks in the existing_circ.les have been mended, the services

should be extended.

So far, differences of individual ability and the special problem of

.those social services whose benefits are n..t limited to the direct recipients

have b.en neglected. Both are of *reat importance- Because of th3 larger

contribution they can make to a country's development, cartain groups of

people need priority in the allocation of social services. The groups may
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be defined in terms of age, sex, education, training, occupation, geo

graphic location or such. Some of t iese groups aro already favoured for

one reason or another. A welfare strategy would favour then for a quite

open and specific reason, namely their ability to contribute to.the more

rapid extension of reasonable standards of their fellows. These groups

provide necessary focal points of development, essential if an under

developed econoiny is to ^row. Although the priorities among groups will

vary with the situation, and must be th* subject of much research,.at

tention may be drawn to the-larger economic contribution of the highly. ■

trained and better educated, to the longer future contribution of th~

younger. Providing the need is genuine and private resources insuf

ficient such groups would appear to have prior claims; but there must

also be a-continual watch against abuse. ■ . ■ .

The second qualification concerns services whose benefits spread

beyond the direct recipients, particularly services within the family

and those of preventive medicine/ Education for women is supremely •'

justified on this count, as also ar©: campaigns against the major diseases.

The positive effects of such cas ;s must' raise th-t priorities-given under

a narrower justification. The negative effects, largely1 those of in

creasing population, although frequantly decried, may' be less important

than the benefits to productivity. This is an important area for research.

(c) minimizing Costs of Social Services.- These guide-lines will

elaborate the basic principles. '"

(i) Hely first on private r-sourcos and initiative. As longas

social services are to combat svsry deficiency 'frocr'malnutrition

to poor housing, primary reliance must be'placed ;un the individual

to supply his basic needs^ this after all is the nature of tost

consumption at low income 1 v,~ls. But reliance need not imply

passive acceptance. There are useful ways to influence-private

consumption towards better standards, which involve few if any

govern ;ent r-sources. Health education in schools can raise home
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• hygiene; incorporating instruction on child car. in literacy cam

paigns will hardly increase the cost; and minimum wage and factory ■

legislation if based on standards of human investment, possibly

specifying standards of health services, housing and rations may b.

oostless to government but of immense value to national production- .

Services which government supplies may also be charged for, possibly

at differential rates, providing only that the charge does not dis

courage someone who should benefit.

(ii) Tailor the service to the specific ne.d. There is always the danger

of scattering a service so with the few who benefit are many who

simply cash in. Concentration at th* point of economic ne d is also

politically desirable when services have to be selective. Medical

facilities within the factory, attached to secondary schools or

specifically for pregnant mothers or municipal employees are all

examples.

(iii) Consider the full range of economic alternative Cosf can be mini

mized by a whole variety of imaginative variations: students can be

US9d in vacation months, doctors can be relieved of administrative

responsibilities, radio programmes can be a means of instruction,

school teachers organized as initiators of action, political y,uth

■ ■ wings organized into an active rural force. The rule is to exploit

what is available, paying particular attention to the fullest use of

those services which are most scarce-

~~, ■ , + h, sutmlied by the individual employer because
1/ Such services may not be suppiiea oy v SUT)T)lYing them, b) because
^ a) he incorrectly foresees the ^nefits of bup££*g ,^; ^

the benefits will be scattered .eyond his em^oy^ ^^ ^ ^^

benefits to^his f^0*6*^^^ corresponds to running down human

is not di

countries.
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(iv) Investigate variations in unit costs. The use of a cpst-accountant

will often reveal surprising.variations in unit-costs between dif-

• ferent. schools, different hospitals, etc. This may be a first step

to eliminating inefficiency.

(v) Smploy foreign-aid, financial or technical assistance, in ways comple

mentary to locally available resources and in ways which will build

up the supply of local resources..

In summary, the dominant t:ie"me of both maximizing benefits and mini

mizing costs is co-ordination. Two services can often be combined for the

price of one. Double benefits can often be obtained by choosing the right

gap to fill, the right loose ends to join.. But these require co-ordination

with the economic plans and economic evaluation of the benefits. Education

is perhaps the outstanding example of this need. When primary leavers are

unemployed, secondary teachers in short supply and univ?rsity students fil

ling only half the available places, internal balance and wider co-ordination

is clearly necessary. But balance and co-ordination in other social services

and with the economic plan is no less important, although as yet leas popu

larly recognized.

The necessary co-ordination can only be derived from a co-ordinated

objective, from co-ordinated planning at rvery level from the highest to

the local, and from co-ordination and co-operation in implementation.

3. Implementation: At this level, theoretical principles giv; way to

administrative - but for this r?ason the issues may receive less attention

than their immense importance deserves. It is probably not claiming too

much to argue that the effectiveness- of social services could be doubled

with no increase in resources, given batter adninistration at the local

level. The precise ne,ds will vary in every situation. But the general

principles can briefly b.1 summarized.

(i) Better training. There must be general awareness and thorough

understanding of the development plan and its implicati ins at
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the district levsl. There must also be improved standards of technical

competence. Where communications are poor and there are variations from

district to district, social1administration" must be flexible at the

local level, much of it planned and played by ear. This requires

considerable initiative and a lively appreciation^ local adminis

tration of the broader economic aims as well as the probl3ms.

(ii) Plication and enthusiasm- These can be rewarded by a reasonable

- salary but they cannot be bought. Incentives are vital, and must be

part of national planning: resources are too scarce to rely solely

on monetary persuasion. ■

(iii) Use of averv available resource- Pre-occupation with the scarcity

of conventional resources can lead to neglect of what resources are

available. This is one result of the tendency to copy what the

advanced countries do. But why? When the problem-is illiteracy,

and hot college education, the solution need not wait for graduate

teachers. When secondary students outnumber their, teachers thirty-

to-one, there is a potential task force ready for use, .less educated

than their teachers but much more numerous and often more dedicated.

There are other such groups. It requires imagination and flexibility,

a freedom from tag conceptions that social improvements can only be

achieved in traditional ways. The harsh truth, in contrast, is that

significant social improvements will only be achiov^d rapidly in

un-traditional ways. ..._... . J




